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ProX T-QFC12X4 Set of (4) Quick 90º Folding Moving Head Clamp Adapters with T-C12 Truss Clamp 2 in. Diameter Black
Finish - Max Load: 330 lbs 

Description
ProX T-QFC12X4 Set of (4) Quick 90º Folding Clamp Adapters with T-C12 Truss Clamp 2 in. Diameter - Black Finish The ProX T-
QFC12X4 is a folding moving head adapter with an attached T-C12 trigger clamp, providing the ultimate solution for securely mounting
your moving head lighting units with ease. This innovative product streamlines your setup process and protects your equipment during
transit.

The 90º Folding Clamp Adapter features a hinge mechanism, allowing it to fold discreetly when not in use, preventing the clamps from
protruding from the flight case. The T-QFC12X4 ensures a stable and reliable mounting solution, providing a secure setup for any event
or performance. The M12 Hex Bolt enables quick and secure mounting, ensuring a firm grip on your lighting unit.

Crafted with heavy-duty construction, the ProX Folding Clamp Adapters withstand the rigors of professional use. With an impressive
maximum load capacity of 330 lbs, your lighting fixtures remain safe and stable during operation. The sleek black finish adds a touch
of professionalism, complementing your lighting units, truss systems, and flight case aesthetics.

Ideal for concerts, live performances, theater productions, and corporate events, the ProX Folding Clamp Adapters save valuable setup
and tear-down time during busy events. Whether you're a lighting technician or a touring artist, this practical and space-saving solution
leaves the clamps mounted to the lighting units, ensuring a lifetime of safety.

Features

Quick 90º Folding Clamp Adapters
Clamping Diameter up to 2 inches
Innovative folding moving head adapter
Securely mounts moving head lighting units
Streamlines setup and protects equipment
Discreet folding with a hinge mechanism
Provides stable and reliable mounting
Quick and secure M12 Hex Bolt mounting
Heavy-duty construction for durability
Max load capacity: 330 lbs
Sleek black finish for a professional look
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What did you think

Sleek black finish for a professional look
Ideal for concerts, live performances, and events
Saves setup time, ensures a lifetime of safety
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804589618256
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